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Characterization of Uterine Peristaltic Waves by
Ultrasound Strain Analysis

Yizhou Huang , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Connie Rees , Federica Sammali ,
Celine Blank, Dick Schoot, and Massimo Mischi , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Uterine peristalsis (UP) is a wavelike uterine
motion that plays an important role in the generation of
intrauterine streams for menstrual emptying and to sup-
port embryo implantation. Our understanding of uterine
mechanical behavior is hampered by a lack of quantitative
analysis. Here, we propose a spatiotemporal analysis of
UP by ultrasound speckle tracking and dedicated strain
analysis. We aim at characterizing UP propagating around
the endometrial cavity through the anterior and posterior
walls of the uterus. To this end, velocity and coordination
features are proposed in this study. We investigated a total
of 11 healthy volunteers during their natural menstrual
cycle and 81 patients undergoing in vitro fertilization (IVF)
treatment. They all received multiple 4-min 2-D transvaginal
ultrasound scans. Significant differences in propagation
velocity were found among different phases of the men-
strual cycle, which are in line with the expected uterine
behavior. A significant difference in coordination was found
between the group of women with successful (pregnancy
at 11 weeks) and unsuccessful IVF. This result suggests
that the ability to generate coordinated UP represents an
important factor for IVF success. The proposed UP quantifi-
cation may represent a valuable clinical tool for improved
understanding of UP and improved decision-making in the
context of IVF procedures.

Index Terms— In-vitro fertilization (IVF), quantitative
ultrasound, speckle tracking, uterine peristalsis (UP), uter-
ine strain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WORLDWIDE, approximately one in six couples expe-
riences infertility during their reproductive ages

(from 20 to 44 years old) [1]. Most women with (sub)fertility
problems seek clinical support from assisted reproductive tech-
nologies, such as in vitro fertilization (IVF). In the last decade,
the number of IVF cycles performed every year has increased
by over 20% [2], [3]. However, the success rate of IVF
treatment remains below 30%, with only a 4% increase [2], [3].
An IVF cycle consists of the preparation of the patient with
exogenous hormones, after which the developed oocytes (eggs)
are retrieved from the ovarian follicles and fertilized in
vitro. The resulting embryos are then transferred back into
the uterine cavity. Subsequent successful implantation of the
embryo in the uterine wall leads to pregnancy. Several studies
indicate that dysfunction of uterine contractility is one of the
possible reasons hampering successful embryo implantation
[4]–[7].

The uterine body consists of three parts: an outer serosal
layer, an inner lining called endometrium, and an intermediate
muscle layer called the myometrium (see Fig. 1). Uterine con-
traction of a nonpregnant uterus, which refers to the shortening
of the uterine muscle, was first mentioned in 1937 by Dick-
inson based on bimanual palpation [8]. Uterine contraction is
reported to mostly occur around the endometrium, acting as
a wave propagating alongside the endometrium. The resulting
rhythmic uterine deformation (motion) is also known as uterine
peristalsis (UP) [7]. Due to the influence of hormone levels,
the UP patterns change in terms of direction, frequency, veloc-
ity, and amplitude during different phases of the menstrual
cycle. In particular, during the luteal phase, when opposing
contraction waves are often generated to keep the embryos
inside the endometrial cavity and facilitate their implantation.
Women suffering from infertility problems are also likely to
suffer from uterine disorders, such as endometriosis and ade-
nomyosis, or endocrine disbalances, which can affect UP and
hamper embryo implantation. Therefore, a reliable assessment
of the uterine activity outside pregnancy can be expected to
provide valuable insight into the influence of UP on IVF
failure.

Currently, most studies on the assessment and characteriza-
tion of UP are based on qualitative measurements by visual
inspection of transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) recordings [7],
[9]–[11], [12]. Visual characterization of the uterine activity
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Fig. 1. Example of acquired ultrasound (US) frame from an in vivo
recording during the late follicular (LF) phase.

in this manner is rather challenging and subjective, especially
during the late luteal (LL) phase of the menstrual cycle,
or right before embryo transfer (ET) during IVF treatment,
when the uterus is expected to be more quiet compared to
the other phases. A recent study shows that three medical
professionals share only mild agreement on the direction and
timing of UP by visual inspection of 80 TVUS recordings [13].
The lack of an objective and quantitative analysis of uterine
contractility thus limits the ability to characterize UP and
improve the success of IVF treatment. Following up on our
recent work on dedicated ultrasound (US) speckle tracking
for quantitative analysis of uterine motion [14], this article
presents a quantitative assessment of the uterine activity
focusing on the propagation of UP during a natural menstrual
cycle as well as during an IVF cycle. In particular, velocity,
direction, and coordination of UP are assessed.

To quantify UP, uterine motion throughout the US recording
must first be assessed. In the field of US-based speckle
tracking, there are two major approaches to estimate motion,
namely, block matching (BM) and optical flow (OF). BM seg-
ments the image into blocks and seeks the best matches
of these blocks in subsequent frames based on a chosen
matching criterion. On the other hand, OF is a pixel-to-pixel
gradient approach that estimates the velocity of the target
object between two subsequent frames. In our study, OF is
chosen over BM due to its higher sensitivity to subpixel
motion [15]. Moreover, as introduced by Bouguet [16], the
tracking accuracy of OF can be further improved by imple-
menting iterative spatial warping. The adopted OF method was
first optimized and validated in vitro using a dedicated setup
with human ex vivo uteri [17].

For each TVUS recording, tracking markers (TMs) were
manually placed along both the anterior and posterior walls
of the endometrium (see Fig. 2). The TMs were always
positioned starting 5 mm from the fundal extremity of the
endometrium and moving toward the cervix, spaced 2.5 mm
from each other. Movements of these TMs were tracked over
time. Radial strain rates (RSRs) were derived between each
pair of TMs to generate a time–space representation of UP
along the endometrium. Relevant features, such as UP velocity,

Fig. 2. Tracking marker grid (red dots) positioning along the anterior
and posterior walls of the endometrium. TVUS recording acquired from
a healthy volunteer during the LF phase.

direction, and coordination, were then extracted from the
resulting time–space representation.

In vivo validation was carried out to test the feasibility of our
proposed method. Healthy volunteers underwent four TVUS
scans acquired during four selected phases of the natural
menstrual cycle, namely, during menstruation (Menses), LF,
early luteal (EL), and LL phases. The proposed method was
evaluated for its ability to distinguish the peristaltic patterns
among the selected phases.

The method was also evaluated in the context of IVF. TVUS
recordings were performed on 81 patients during an IVF
treatment cycle. Our validation aimed at testing the ability
of the proposed UP features to predict the successful and
unsuccessful pregnancy groups before ET into the uterine
cavity.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Acquisition

In this study, US acquisitions on 11 healthy volunteers (age:
31.2 ± 5.2 years; body mass index (BMI): 22.6 ± 2.3 kg/m2)
were performed at the Catharina Hospital Eindhoven (Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands) [18]. These healthy volunteers under-
went two subsequent 4-min TVUS B-mode scans using a
Samsung-Medison WS80A scanner equipped with a V5-9
transvaginal probe during Menses, LF, EL, and LL phases.

In addition, US acquisitions in women undergoing IVF were
collected from two studies. From the IMPLANT 1 study [19],
aiming at testing inhibitors of the uterine activity, US record-
ings in 65 control patients (age: 31.4 ± 3.1 years; BMI:
23.4 ± 4.1 kg/m2) receiving placebo were collected. These
patients underwent fresh day-3 ET with one or two embryos,
one of which being of good quality according to the Istanbul
conference Alpha criteria [20]. They had history of no more
than one failed IVF cycle and used a gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) antagonist protocol with a single injection of
human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) for triggering ovulation.
Being part of the control (placebo) group, the uterine activity
was influenced by injected hormones only. For all patients,
4-min B-mode TVUS recordings were acquired 4 h before
ET. Being a multicenter study, various brands of ultrasound
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scanners and probes were used. More details on the patient
enrolment and IVF protocol can be found in [19].

At Ghent University Hospital, 4-min B-mode TVUS record-
ings were acquired 1 h before ET in 16 patients (age: 32.1 ±
4.7 years; BMI: 25.9 ± 4.7 kg/m2) undergoing day 5 ET with
the single ET based on the Istanbul conference definition [20].
The enrolled patients received GnRH for follicle stimulation
and HCG injection 34–36 h before oocytes retrieval. The
4-min B-mode TVUS recordings were acquired 1 h before
ET using Samsung-Medison WS80A scanner equipped with a
V5-9 transvaginal probe. More details can be found in [21].

The IMPLANT 1 study was retrospective, while the Catha-
rina Hospital and Ghent University Hospital studies were
prospective, with the sonographers being properly instructed
on the imaging requirements for this study.

The acquisition frame rate ranged from 25 to 30 frames/s.
All the recordings were converted to audio video inter-
leave (AVI) format for further analysis.

Due to motion artifacts during insertion and positioning of
the probe in the uterine cavity as well as during its removal,
the time length for all 2-D recordings was shortened to 3 min
by cropping a certain part of the recording in the beginning
and at the end.

B. Ultrasound Speckle Tracking

US speckle is caused by the interference of the backscatter
US waves received by the transducer. Tissue forms a unique
speckle pattern that can be tracked over time. Therefore, tissue
motion can be assessed by tracking the movement of the
speckle pattern. The highest endometrial wave velocity is less
than 2 mm/s [10]. Therefore, with an acquisition frame rate
and pixel size equal to 30 Hz and 0.065 mm, respectively,
uterine motion between subsequent frames was smaller than
one pixel. To deal with such subpixel motion and provide
accurate tracking results, OF was employed to perform speckle
tracking in this study. With I being the intensity of a certain
pixel, the pixel velocities in the x- and y-directions, vx and vy ,
are thus represented by the intensity gradients in the spatial
(x, y) and temporal (t) domains according to

vx
∂ I

∂x
+ vy

∂ I

∂y
+ ∂ I

∂ t
= 0. (1)

To solve the above ill-conditioned equation, Lukas and
Kanade [22] proposed to estimate the motion of a block instead
of a pixel under the assumption of constant flow within the
block. The velocities in both directions are then obtained by
least square estimation. After that, the pixel location in the
target frame is updated according to the estimated velocities.

The accuracy of OF can be further improved by applying an
iterative refinement approach under the assumption of small
motion [16]. In this study, OF was first applied to track the
motion of a selected speckle pattern between the reference
frame and the target frame. Based on an initial estimation v1,
the target frame was warped by the 2-D interpolation. In this
way, the movement of the speckle pattern was partly retrieved
between the reference and the target frames. In the following
second iteration, a new estimation of residual motion, v2, was
derived between the reference and the warped target frames.

This process was applied iteratively until the residual motion
vn converged to a very small value or it reached the maximum
number of iterations M . The final estimation of the pixel
motion, vend, was then calculated as the sum of the initial
motion and all residual motions, vend = ∑M

iter=1 v iter.
Apart from applying this iterative refinement, the choice of

the block size is also crucial for OF to obtain accurate tracking
results. For small blocks, the tracking becomes sensitive to
local motion and noise, while for large blocks, the hypothesis
of constant flow may be violated. The optimization of the
block size was carried out ex vivo using the dedicated experi-
mental procedure proposed in [17]. The optimized block size
resulted to be 41 × 41 pixels2 (around 2.6 × 2.6 mm2).

C. Anatomical Strain Framework

UP is often observed close to the endometrium, in the
junctional zone, rather than in the myometrium [23]. TMs were
therefore selected along both the anterior and posterior walls
of the endometrial cavity at the first frame of each TVUS
recording.

A semiautomatic approach was employed to maintain the
same distance between each pair of neighboring TMs both
in the radial and longitudinal directions (see Fig. 2). In this
study, the distance was chosen corresponding to the optimal
block size.

Out-of-plane (OOP) motion is a frequent phenomenon dur-
ing in vivo 2-D TVUS acquisition. The occurrence of OOP
motion is mainly caused by the movement of the imaged target
in the 3-D perpendicular to the observation plane. Sometimes,
it might also be caused by the influence of probe motion
and patient movement. Once OOP motion occurs, the speckle
pattern being tracked moves out of the observation plane.
The resulting decorrelation of the speckle pattern will lead
to speckle tracking errors. To mitigate the influence of OOP
motion on the accuracy of 2-D speckle tracking with in vivo
data, we proposed a two-step approach.

In the first step, the middle lining of the endometrium was
manually drawn and ten TMs (TMsmidline) with isotropic dis-
tance were generated along the middle lining [see Fig. 3(a)];
speckle tracking was applied to the TMsmidline through the
entire recording. We estimated the global translation of the
endometrium (xn, yn) for each frame n by averaging the move-
ment of TMsmidline in the horizontal and vertical directions.
After that, we estimated the rotation of the endometrium (θn)
by linear fitting based on the coordinates of TMsmidline [see
Fig. 3(b)]. In this way, even if part of the endometrium was
affected by OOP motion, the global translation and rotation
could still be recovered from the rest of TMsmidline, which
were not affected by OOP motion.

Once the global translation (xn, yn) and rotation (θn) of the
endometrium were obtained through the entire recording, the
coordinates of the TMs were updated for each frame n as

[
Xn

Yn

]
=

[
cos(θn) − sin(θn)
sin(θn) cos(θn)

]
×

[
Xn−1

Yn−1

]
+

[
xn

yn

]

n = 2, . . . , N (2)
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Fig. 3. (a) Ten TMsmidline selected along the middle lining of the
endometrium. (b) OOP motion started from the nth frame. Although
speckle tracking failed with two TMs (indicated with white arrow), the
global rotation of the endometrium could still be recovered by the fit lines
between the subsequent frames.

where N is the total number of frames and (X1, Y1) represents
the coordinates of the TMs selected in the first frame, relative
to the uterine anatomy.

A quantitative measure was introduced to evaluate the
quality of the TVUS recordings. Pierson correlation coef-
ficient (PCC) was here used to test the similarity of the
speckle patterns between the subsequent frames [24]. The
quality of the recording was then determined by the average
PCC over all TMs. Recordings with an average PCC > 0.8,
indicating negligible speckle decorrelation due to OOP motion
in subsequent frames, were accepted for further analysis.

In the second step, speckle tracking was then applied to
TMs. For example, to estimate motion between the (n − 1)th
and the nth frames, instead of updating the coordinates of TMs
based on their displacements, the coordinates were updated
to (Xn, Yn), according to (2). As a result, speckle tracking
is applied only between two subsequent frames. In this way,
even if OOP motion caused decorrelation and poor track-
ing, the tracking error remains limited between two frames
without further accumulation. With this approach, tracking is
performed for TMs representing consistent anatomical regions,
enabling further interpretation of the results as associated with
the uterine anatomy and geometry.

The author was blinded to the acquisition characteristics,
such as the success of IVF treatment and the menstrual phases
when positioning the TMs.

D. Radial Strain Rate Analysis

Strain rate imaging is one of the most widely used
approaches for measuring regional or global deformation of

the muscle. Therefore, to characterize UP, RSR was derived
from both the anterior and posterior walls of the endometrium.

RSR was calculated from the ratio between the variations in
the distance between each pair of TMs in the radial direction
(see Fig. 2) and their original distance, which is given as

RSRn =
√

(vx1 − vx2)2 + (vy1 − vy2)2

Dn−1
, n = 2, . . . , N (3)

where (vx1, vy1) and (vx2, vy2) represent the estimated veloc-
ities in the x- and y-directions from the chosen pair of TMs
between the (n − 1)th and the nth frames, Dn−1 represents
the absolute distance between the chosen pair of TMs at the
(n − 1)th frame, and N is the total number of frames in the
recording. Because of the framework introduced in (2), Dn−1

remains equal to D1. As a result, (3) provides an estimate that
is related to the Lagrangian strain.

From our observations, UP was not the only source of
motion influencing the movement of the endometrium in
TVUS recordings. Other motions, either coming from different
organs, such as bowels and bladder, or caused by heartbeat,
respiration, and probe movement during the acquisition, were
all recorded during the US scan. Therefore, a bandpass filter
was applied to the RSR signals to remove the interference
from these undesired motion sources.

From the literature, UP during a normal menstrual cycle
varies from 0.5 to 4.1 contractions per minute [25], while
during IVF treatment, UP appears to show higher frequencies
due to the ovarian stimulation, resulting in a range from 0.5 to
5 contractions per minute [12], [26]. The cutoff frequencies of
the bandpass filter were therefore set according to the literature
based on the application.

E. Feature Extraction

In this study, we focused on analyzing the velocity, direc-
tion, and coordination of the UP, which might have a direct
impact on the success of pregnancy.

Based on the RSR signals, we created a time–space rep-
resentation of the UP waves propagating along with the
endometrium, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The RSR signals
are aligned in space from the cervix to fundus (y-axis)
based on the distance between each pair of TMs. The x-axis
represents the time evolution of RSR signals, and the color
code represents the value of the RSR signals. Positive RSR,
shown in yellow, indicates uterine relaxation, while negative
RSR, shown in blue, indicates uterine contraction. Clear UP
propagation from cervix to fundus (C2F) and from fundus to
cervix (F2C) can be observed in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively.

1) UP Velocity: A moving window, including 600 frames
(20 s), was applied to segment the time–space representation
over time. This duration allows including at least one full
UP wave cycle in the time window. Within each segment,
2-D fast Fourier transform was applied to the time–space
representation, providing a frequency representation in the
k-space domain. UP velocities in both C2F and F2C directions
can be explicitly estimated from the peaks in the first quad-
rant (representing C2F propagation) and the second quadrant
(representing F2C propagation) of the k-space.
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Fig. 4. (a) UP time–space representation based on the RSR extracted
from the anterior wall of the endometrium from a healthy volunteer. This
plot shows clear propagation C2F. (b) UP time–space representation
based on the RSR extracted from the posterior wall of the endometrium
from a healthy volunteer. This plot presents the F2C propagation.
(c) Corresponding k-space representation of (a): dominant spectral
peaks (marked with red points) are present in the first and third quadrant
representing C2F propagation. (d) Corresponding k-space represen-
tation of (b): dominant spectral peaks (marked with red points) are
present in the second and fourth quadrant representing F2C propagation.
(e) Time evolution of the UP velocity in the C2F direction estimated
from (a). (f) Time evolution of the UP velocity in the F2C direction
estimated from (b).

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the frequency representations
of Fig. 4(a) and (b) within one of the moving windows
(t = 40–60 s). The evolution of UP velocities in both direc-
tions is shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f).

The temporal and spatial frequencies of the dominant peri-
staltic motion were identified at the peaks of the spectrum.
The corresponding UP velocity, vUP, was then calculated as
the ratio between the temporal frequency, ft , and spatial
frequency, fx as

vUP = ft

fx
. (4)

2) UP Direction: Theoretically, the direction of the propaga-
tion can be determined by the sign of vUP. Propagation from
C2F is here indicated by a positive sign, while propagation
from F2C is indicated by a negative sign. However, as dis-
cussed in [9] and [11], more complex UP patterns can also be
observed. Opposing propagation, which shows both C2F and
F2C propagation, is often observed after ovulation to support
embryo implantation; recoiling propagation, which consists
of reflection and superposition of multiple peristaltic waves,
can also be observed, as well as more complex propagation.
Fig. 5(a) shows an example of a complex propagation pattern
during the EL phase.

Fig. 5. (a) Time–space representation of a complex UP pattern.
The direction of UP propagation changes from F2C to C2F during the
acquisition (highlighted in the red area). (b) K-space representation of the
UP. The sum of the spectral energies estimated within the physiological
bandwidth from the first and third quadrants represents the energy of
C2F propagation; the sum of the spectral energies estimated within
the physiological bandwidth from the second and fourth quadrants
represents the energy of F2C propagation.

Simple binary classification based on the sign of vUP is
not suitable when a complex propagation pattern occurs.
Therefore, we propose an energy ratio (ER) metrics, where the
sum of spectral energies is estimated from the first quadrant
(E1) and the second quadrant (E2), representing the energy of
C2F and F2C propagation, respectively [see Fig. 5(b)]. This
is given as

ER = 2 × E1

E1 + E2
− 1. (5)

The parameter ER is comprised between −1 and 1. In this
study, we conventionally assumed ER > 0.1 to indicate C2F
propagation and otherwise for ER < −0.1. ER around zero
indicates the presence of opposing or “standing” waves.

To estimate the global propagation direction, E1 and
E2 were estimated on the full recording rather than within the
moving window adopted for the estimation of the UP velocity.

F. UP Coordination

The fact that locally, e.g., along the anterior or posterior
wall, UP shows a dominant direction, does not guarantee
an effective peristaltic movement that is coordinated and
generates microstreaming in the endometrial cavity. Simply
focusing on the anterior and posterior walls, coordinated,
effective peristalsis requires UP propagation on both sides
of the endometrium to show the same direction at the same
time. Especially before ovulation, muscles from both sides of
the endometrium have to produce coordinated contractions to
support sperm transport from the vagina to the fallopian tubes,
where fertilization occurs [25], [27].

Similar time evolution of the ER is expected from both
the anterior (ERant) and posterior (ERpos) walls of the
endometrium that are expected. Similarity measures, namely,
cross correlation (CC), mean squared error (MSE), and Haus-
dorff distance (Hd) [17], [28], were therefore employed as cost
functions to assess the spatiotemporal coordination of the UP.

III. VALIDATION STRATEGY

In vitro and in vivo validations were performed to test the
ability of the proposed method to measure and characterize
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UP. In vitro, we optimized the parameterization and verified
the accuracy of the OF with the data acquired by a dedicated
setup with an ex vivo uterus introduced in [17]. In vivo,
the proposed method was validated with TVUS recordings
acquired in healthy volunteers during their normal menstrual
cycle and in patients undergoing IVF treatment.

A. Validation in Healthy Volunteers

According to previous studies [9], [25], the uterus presents
different behavior in different phases of the menstrual cycle,
showing different contraction frequencies and velocities.
Therefore, we validated our proposed method for its ability
to characterize and distinguish different UP patterns along the
natural menstrual cycle.

1) Feature Extraction: After deriving the RSR from the
tracking results, UP velocities in both C2F and F2C directions
were calculated inside the moving window. After that, median
velocities (MVs) in C2F and F2C directions were calculated by
averaging velocities over time in the corresponding directions.
The MSE, CC, and Hd between ERant and ERpos were also
estimated from each RSR signal to assess the UP coordination
in each phase. The global propagation direction represented
by ER metric was explicitly calculated on the full recording
without the moving window.

2) Intraobserver and Interobserver Study: To validate the
reproducibility of our method, we conducted an intraobserver
study. The TMs were positioned by the same operator in two
subsequent 4-min recordings acquired from the same healthy
volunteer.

To further analyze the intraobserver variability, the TMs
were positioned three times by the same operator in the same
set of recordings. In addition, two clinicians were also asked
to place the TMs on the same set of recordings to perform an
interobserver variability test after a 10-min training.

Intraclass coefficient (ICC) was used to determine the
agreement between the features extracted from different mea-
surements.

ICC was calculated by using IBM SPSS Statistics 27.
A two-way mixed model with index type of absolute agree-
ment was employed to verify the reliability of our measures
on UP velocities and coordination. ICC > 0.5 was consid-
ered as moderate agreement, ICC > 0.75 was considered a
good agreement, and ICC > 0.9 was considered an excellent
agreement [29].

3) Statistical Analysis: It was performed using MATLAB
2018b. The Shapiro–Wilk test was first applied to test the
normality of the distributions. A one-way analysis of variance
test with Duncan test as post hoc (in case of Gaussian
distribution) or Kruskal–Wallis test with Dunn–Sidak test as
post hoc (in case of non-Gaussian distribution) was applied.
MV, as well as the coordination features CC and MSE, was
tested to discriminate among the four selected phases. A
p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

B. Validation in IVF Patients

Validation in IVF patients aimed at testing the ability of
the extracted features to distinguish between the successful

and unsuccessful groups following IVF. Features that can
establish significant differences between the two groups can
be considered as predictors of successful IVF treatment. In all
patients, only top-quality embryos, according to morphological
analysis, were transferred.

1) Feature Extraction: The MV of the UP in both C2F and
F2C directions, as well as the coordination between ERant and
ERpos by CC, MSE, and Hd, was calculated from each RSR
signal in each patient.

2) Statistical Analysis: Double-tailed Student’s t-test (in case
of Gaussian distribution) or Wilcoxon rank-sum test (in case
of non-Gaussian distribution) was used. A p-value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

IV. RESULTS

All results are reported in the format of median
(quartiles 1–3).

A. Validation in Healthy Volunteers

Forty-four TVUS recordings from 11 healthy volunteers
during the four different phases of the menstrual cycle were
originally planned. However, due to dropout of some sub-
jects, two during Menses and one during LF, a total number
of 41 TVUS recordings were eventually available for the
analysis. These recordings underwent a quantitative quality
check as introduced in Section II-C. Based on this, five
additional recordings (two during Menses, one during EL, and
two during LF) were excluded. Therefore, a total of 36 TVUS
recordings (seven during Menses, eight during LF, ten during
EL, and 11 during LL) were processed and contributed to our
statistical analysis.

Fig. 6(a) shows the MV in C2F and F2C direction extracted
from the four selected phases of a normal menstrual cycle.
From Menses to the LF phase, the MV in C2F direction
increases from 0.72 (0.48–0.77) to 0.76 (0.63–0.96) mm/s,
while it decreases to 0.71 (0.67–0.85) mm/s in the EL phase
and 0.50 (0.49–0.61) mm/s in the LL phase. The MV in
the F2C direction shows the same trend, with values of 0.66
(0.46–0.74) mm/s during Menses, 0.93 (0.56–1.31) mm/s in
the LF phase, 0.75 (0.68–0.88) mm/s in the EL phase, and
0.52 (0.41–0.60) mm/s in the LF phase. In particular, the MV
in the C2F direction shows a significant difference between
the LF phase and the LL phase (p = 0.0130) and between the
EL and the LL phases (p = 0.0473). Instead, the MV in the
F2C direction shows a significant difference between the LF
and the LL phases (p = 0.0183) and between the EL and the
LL phases (p = 0.0205).

Fig. 6(b) shows the direction of UP propagation among the
selected four phases of the menstrual cycle. During Menses,
UP propagation is mostly in the F2C direction. In the LF
phase, dominant C2F or F2C propagation can be observed, and
a similar behavior also appears in the EL phase. Finally, in the
LL phase, no F2C propagation but mostly “standing”/opposing
propagation can be observed.

Considering the coordination feature, a trend toward higher
CC [0.29 (−0.10 to 0.38)] was found in the Menses phase, and
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Fig. 6. Velocity, direction, and coordination results obtained
from 36 TVUS recordings acquired during four phases of the menstrual
cycle (seven during Menses, eight during LF, ten during EL, and 11 during
LL) from healthy volunteers. (a) Box plots reporting the statistical results
for the UP MV extracted from the RSR signals along the C2F and F2C
directions. The asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05)
between different phases. (b) Direction results based on the ER metrics
estimated from the anterior (y-axis) and posterior (x-axis) walls of the
endometrium. (c) Coordination results based on CC, MSE, and Hd.

a trend toward lower MSE [0.17 (0.14–0.28)] and Hd [1.65
(1.48–2.10)] was both found in the LF phase [see Fig. 6(c)].

In total, ten pairs of TVUS recordings (one during Menses,
three during LF, one during EL, and five during LL) were

TABLE I
INTRAOBSERVER REPRODUCIBILITY TEST: UP VELOCITY AND

COORDINATION FEATURES WERE EXTRACTED FROM TWO

SUBSEQUENT TVUS RECORDINGS ACQUIRED FROM TEN HEALTHY

VOLUNTEERS. ICC AND ITS 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF THE

EXTRACTED FEATURES ARE REPORTED

TABLE II
INTRAOBSERVER AND INTEROBSERVER VARIABILITY TEST: UP

VELOCITY AND COORDINATION FEATURES WERE EXTRACTED FROM

TVUS RECORDINGS ACQUIRED FROM TEN HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS.
ICC (95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL) OF THE EXTRACTED FEATURES IS

CALCULATED AMONG THREE TRAILS (INTRAOBSERVER) AND

THREE OPERATORS (INTEROBSERVER)

available that passed the quantitative quality check. ICC and its
95% confidence interval of the extracted features are reported
in Tables I and II.

B. Validation in IVF Patients

In total, 81 TVUS recordings (65 from the
IMPLANT 1 study and 16 from Ghent University Hospital)
were acquired from IVF patients 1 h before ET; 20
TVUS recordings from the IMPLANT 1 study had to
be excluded because of improper imaging windows. The
remaining 61 TVUS recordings underwent the proposed
quantitative quality check, by which additional 11 TVUS
recordings from the IMPLANT 1 study were excluded.
All 16 TVUS recordings acquired at Ghent University
Hospital passed the quality check. In the end, in total, 50
TVUS recordings were included for further analysis. Sixteen
out of the selected 50 patients got pregnant after the treatment,
while the remaining 34 failed.

The UP MV in the C2F direction 1 h before ET was 0.51
(0.45 to 0.65) mm/s in the success group and 0.63 (0.57 to
0.74) mm/s in the failure group. When considering the C2F
direction, the MV values were equal to 0.56 (0.52–0.65) mm/s
in the successful group and 0.70 (0.61–0.74) mm/s in the
unsuccessful group [see Fig. 7(a)]. Significantly higher veloci-
ties in the C2F ( p = 0.0082) and F2C (p = 0.0073) directions
were found in the failure group compared to the success group.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), the global direction features
extracted from both the successful and unsuccessful pregnancy
groups do not show different distributions and are scattered
across all categories.

Considering the coordination features, higher CC [0.26
(0.04–0.38)], lower MSE [0.20 (0.16–0.30)], and lower Hd
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Fig. 7. Velocity, direction, and coordination results obtained from 50 IVF
patients are illustrated as follows: (a) Box plots reporting the statistical
results for the UP MV extracted from the RSR signals along the C2F
and F2C directions. (b) Direction results based on ER metrics estimated
from the anterior (y-axis) and posterior (x-axis) walls of the endometrium.
(c) Coordination results based on CC, MSE, and Hd. The asterisk (*)
indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05) between successful and
unsuccessful groups.

[1.89 (1.73–2.39)] were found in the success group compared
to the failure group [CC = 0.00 (from −0.23 to 0.13),
MSE = 0.31 (0.23–0.44), and Hd = 2.50 (1.98–2.77)] [see
Fig. 7(b)]. The differences were statistically significant for all
coordination features: CC ( p = 0.0006), MSE (p = 0.0017),
and Hd (p = 0.0013).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Validation in Healthy Volunteers

1) Estimation of UP Velocity, Direction, and Coordination:
The trend of the UP velocity changes across the selected

menstrual phases is well aligned with the observation of
Ijland et al. [10]. In the LL phase, which is the most quiescent
phase during the entire menstrual cycle, the visualization of
UP is challenging. Thus, from manual observation, no UP is
reported. However, with our proposed method, the velocities
of the UP in both directions could still be assessed. Besides,
significant differences in the velocity of UP propagation were
found between LF and LL phases and between EL and LL
phases in both C2F and F2C directions. These findings are in
agreement with previous literature reporting different behavior
of the uterus in the different phases of a natural menstrual
cycle [9], [25].

Our findings on UP direction are in agreement with our
clinical expectations and the findings from other qualitative
studies [25], [30]. For instance, during Menses, intrauterine
streams were expected to be generated mainly in the F2C
direction for menstrual emptying, and in the LF phase, pure
one-directional propagation was anticipated.

No significant difference was found based on the coordi-
nation features among the four selected phases during the
menstrual cycle. However, a trend of higher UP coordination
was found during the LF phase, which may correspond to
the generation of coordinated contractions favoring sperm
transport from the vagina to the orifices of the fallopian tubes,
where fertilization occurs [25], [27].

2) Intraobserver and Interobserver Study: According to the
ICC results from the intraobserver reproducibility study (see
Table I), excellent agreements were found for most of the
features, indicating good reproducibility and robustness of our
proposed method. We also observed excellent agreement for
the velocity features, and good agreement for the coordination
features from the intraobserver and interobserver variability
studies. Since the coordination features required a good spa-
tial alignment of the TMs positioned at both sides of the
endometrium, posing extra challenge on the new users, the
interobserver variability was slightly worse than the intraob-
server variability. This can be further improved by either
conducting a more detailed TM positioning protocol for user
guidance or investigating automatic segmentation techniques.

The ability to quantify and characterize the uterine activity
with the proposed method can also aid the diagnosis of uterine
dysfunction and diseases. This will be investigated in future
dedicated studies.

B. Validation in IVF Patients

1) Estimation of UP Velocity, Direction, and Coordination:
Significantly higher velocities in both directions were found
in the failure group compared to the success group. However,
if we compare the velocities in the F2C direction extracted 1 h
before ET and during the LF phase from healthy volunteers,
the results are very similar. This finding suggest that, even
though these patients are suffering from infertility problems
and treated with hormones, the UP velocity is similar to that
in healthy women in a comparable phase of the menstrual
cycle.

Our findings also suggest UP direction to be a poor predictor
of the success of embryo implantation. This result may be
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ascribed to the complex propagation patterns observed before
embryo implantation in both the successful and unsuccessful
pregnancy groups.

Significant differences in UP coordination were found
between the success and failure groups from all metrics. Well-
coordinated UP (higher CC and lower Hd and MSE) was
found in the success group. This result suggests that proper
coordination of uterine muscle contraction may be a relevant
factor determining successful embryo implantation.

C. Study Limitations

This feasibility study was carried out with a limited dataset.
To confirm the predictive value of the proposed features,
larger datasets should be acquired and investigated in the
future. The analysis of larger datasets would then benefit from
automatic segmentation of the uterus, reported, e.g., in [31],
enabling fully automatic positioning of the TMs rather than
the semiautomatic approach employed in this study.

Twenty out of 81 TVUS recordings from IVF patients had
to be excluded because of improper imaging window. These
were all part of the retrospective IMPLANT 1 study, while no
recording had to be excluded from the prospective Ghent study.
This suggests the relevance of instructing the sonographers on
the acquisition requirements.

The proposed speckle tracking method is based on TVUS
B-mode images. This approach has the advantage of being
easily transferred to different ultrasound scanners, However,
more accurate results can in principle be obtained by the
employment of the raw radio frequency (RF) signals, although
conflicting results are reported [32]. In future work, when
access to the RF signals is available, speckle tracking based
on RF signals could be implemented and evaluated.

In this study, the TMs were positioned in the junctional
zone close to the subendometrial line, which is the region
where UP is mostly observed. However, from a physiological
perspective, uterine motion should be mostly ascribed to
myometrial cells [33]. Therefore, the initial positions of the
TMs might have an impact on the UP characterization in
relation to the physiological structure of the uterus. As we only
investigated the UP characteristics close to the endometrium
within the junctional zone, it would be interesting in the future
to extend the investigation to the myometrium, where uterine
motion originates, to obtain a more comprehensive analysis
of UP.

D. Future Perspective

Our proposed method for uterine strain analysis is designed
to keep constant distances between the TMs over time and
good alignment with the uterine anatomy while mitigating
the effect of decorrelation due to OOP motion. These condi-
tions enable our proposed spatial–temporal analysis. However,
strong in-plane deformation of the endometrium might in
principle lead to misalignment between the endometrial walls
and the TM grid. To overcome these problems, automatic
segmentation of the endometrial walls may be considered
in the future [31], [34], possibly enabling improved grid

placement and strain rate localization with respect to the
uterine anatomy.

The promising novel features for the characterization of
different uterine activity and associated UP patterns, such as
UP velocity and coordination, have been introduced in this
study. In the future, these features can be integrated into
a machine learning framework with additional standard fea-
tures, such as contraction frequency and amplitude, to further
improve the prediction of successful embryo implantation [18].
With this approach, clinicians could be supported with critical
decision-making, such as whether to proceed with the ET
or to freeze the embryo and wait for more favorable UP
characteristics. In this way, increased IVF success rates may
be possibly achieved. To test this hypothesis, dedicated clinical
trials should be performed where predictive modeling and
subsequent decisions are integrated into the clinical workflow.

The mechanical activity of the uterus is not the only deter-
minant of successful IVF. Extensive research has focused on
the assessment of embryo quality as a predictor of successful
embryo implantation [35]. Also, in this context, predictive
models based on machine learning are being developed and
investigated [36]. In addition, it is worth investigating the
relationship between patient responses to hormone injection
and related changes in UP characteristics. The combination of
features reflecting embryo quality, hormone response, and UP
characteristics can be envisaged to improve the prediction of
IVF success throughout a machine learning model.

In this work, 2-D TVUS recordings were all acquired in the
sagittal plane, and the main focus was on measuring the uterine
contraction in the radial direction. However, with the advent of
3-D US options, complex UP patterns and OOP motion can be
analyzed and elucidated accounting for all spatial dimensions.
This will also contribute to improve our knowledge of the
uterine dynamics by exploring its longitudinal and circumfer-
ential deformation, opening up new possibilities for charac-
terizing UP and understanding the underlying physiological
processes.

Although this study focused on IVF, UP assessment and
characterization can represent a valuable diagnostic tool also
in the context of widespread pathological conditions of the
uterus, such as adenomyosis and endometriosis, which may
be reflected in altered UP patterns. Dedicated clinical trials
can be designed in the future to investigate the potential of
the proposed features for the diagnosis of uterine diseases and
dysfunctions.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new method for quantitative analysis and characterization
of UP based on ultrasound speckle tracking is proposed.
Features related to the velocity, direction, and coordination of
the peristaltic waves are extracted and successfully evaluated
for their ability to differentiate between the different phases
of a natural menstrual cycle as well as to predict the success
of in vitro fertilization. Our promising results open up new
possibilities for improving the success rates of in vitro fertil-
ization treatment as well as for improving our understanding
of the physiological mechanisms underlying UP, which is still
poorly comprehended.
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